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ABSTRACT 

By integrating syntactic and remantic processing, our parser 

(LAZY) is able Lo deterministicafly panw 6eate~ce6 which 

6yntactically appear to be garden path aeenknces although native 

speakers do not need conscious reanalysie to under6tand them. 

LAZY comprise6 an extension to conceptual analysis wbicb yields an 

explicit representation of syntactic information and a flexible 

interaction between semantic and 6yntactic knowledge. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tbe phenomenon we wish to model is tbe understanding of 

garden path sentences (GPa) by native speakers of English. 

Parsers designed by Marcus [SI] and Sbieber ]s3] duplicate a 

reader’s first reaction to a GP such as (1) by rejecting it s 

ungrammatical, even though tbe sentence is, in some 6ense, 

gtammstical. 

(I) The horse raced past the barn Jell. 

Thinking first that 6raced* is the main verb, most readers 

become confused when they 6ee tbe word, Veil*. Our parser, 

responding like the average reader, initially make6 this mistake, but 

later determines that l lell’ is intended to be tbc main verb, and 

?aced. is a passive participle modifying 6home6. 

We are particularly interested in a cla66 of 66ntences which 

Shicber’6 and Marcus’ parsers will consider to be GP6 and reject 66 

ungrammatical although many peopie do not. For example, most 

people can easily understand (2) and (3) without conMiou6 

reanalysis. 

(g) Three p txent oJ the cour~cd filled with Jrcshmen WCTC 
cancelled. 

(3) The chicken cooked with broccoli is de&&us. 

The syntactic structure of (2) is 6imilar to that of 6.entence (1). 

However, most tenders do not initially mistake ‘filled* to be the 
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main verb. LAZY goes a rtep further than previous parsers by 

modeling the average reader6 ability to deterministically tecognice 

sentences (2) and (3). 

If ‘fdled’ were the main verb, then its rubject would be the 

noun phrase ‘three percent of the courses6 and the aelectional 

restrictions IKATZ 631 -i&d with ‘to fill’ would be violated. 

LAZY prefer6 not to violate selectional restrictions. Therefore, when 

processing (2), LAZY will delay deciding tbe relationship among 

‘filled’ and ‘three percent of the eoume66 until the word *were6 is 

stun and it is clear tbal Villed* is a passive participle. We call 

sentences like (2) semantically disambiguatable garden path 

6entences (SDGPs). Crain and Croker 1791 have teporkd 

experimental evidence which demonstrates that not all potential 

garden path sentences are actual garden paths. 

LAZY us66 a language recognilion scheme capable of waiting 

long enough to 6clect tbe correct parse of botb (1) and (2) without 

guessing and backing up ]MARCUS 761. However, when conceptual 

links are strong enough, LAZY is careless and will assume one 

syntactic (and therefore semantic) representation before waiting long 

enough to consider alternatives. We claim that we can model the 

performance of native English speakers understanding SDGPs and 

misunderstanding GPs by using this type of 6trakgy. For example, 

when processing (1). LAZY a6sume6 that ‘the home’ k the subject 

of the main verb 6race.d. as Mx)n as the word ‘raced’ is seen 

because the selectional restriction6 associated with *raced’ are 

ciatisfied. 

One implication 01 LAZY’6 parsing strategy, is that people 

could understand some true GPs if tbey were more careful and 

waikd longer to select among alternative parses. Experimental 

evidence [Matthews 791 suggcsb that people can recognize garden 

path sentences as grammatical if properly prepared. Matbhews 

found that subjects recognized sentence6 such as (2) as being 

grammatical, and after doing 6q when later presenkd with a 

sentence like (1) will also judge it to be grammatical. (ln a more 
informal experiment, we have found that colleagues who read papers 

on GP6, understand new GPs easily by the end of a paper.) LAZY 

exhibits this behavior by being more careful after encountering 

SDGP6 or when reanalyzing garden path senkncea. 

. 
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II. SYNTAX IN A CONCEPTUAL ANALYZER 

Tbe goal of conceptual analy6b i6 to map natural laagur&e 

text into memory 6ttuctUta tbat tepraent the meaning of the text. 

It is claimed that this mapping can be aecomplibed without a prior 

syntactic analysis, relying instead on a VkCty Of knowledge 6ourCe6 

including expectation6 from both word definitions and inferential 

memory (see [R&heck 76]. [Schank 691, lGer6hman 821, pirnbaum 

811. [Pazzani 831 and pyer 831). Given this model o? processing, in 

rcn tence (4). 

[d) f&rp kicked John. 

HOW is it possible to tell who kicked wham? Tbcte is s very 
simple answer: Syntax. Sentence (4) is a rimple active 6entence 

whose verb is -to kick’. *Mary’ i6 the rubject of tbe 6entence and 

‘Bill6 is the direct object. There may he a more complicated 

answycr, it, for example, John and hlary are married, Mary is ill- 

tempered, John is pa66ive. and Mary ha6 just found out tbat John 

ha6 bees unfaithful. In this ea6e. it is possible to expect that Mary 

might bit John, and cnufirm this prediction by noticing that the 

word6 in (4) refer to Mary, John, and hitting. In laet, if this 

prediction was formulated and the scnknce were 6Jobn kicked 

Mary WC might take it to mean vMary kicked Job06 and usually 

notice that the speaker had made a mistake. Although we f~l that 

this type of ptoce6sing is an important part of understanding, it 

cannot account for ail language eomptebension. Certainly, (4) can 

he understood in context6 which do not predict that Mary might bit 

John. rquiring syntactic knowledge to determine wbo kicked whom. 

Ila. Precede6 and Follow6 

Syutactic information b represented in a conceptual andyzet, 
in a number of ways. tbe simplest of wbicb is tbe notion of oue word 

preceding or following anotbet. Such information is encoded a6 a 

positional predicate io the kst of a type of production wbicb 

Riesheck calls arequrst. The test abm contain6 a semantic prrdieate 

(i.e., the select.ional tcstrictions). A set of requests make up the 

definition of a word. For l aampk, the definition of .kick* has three 

rque6t6: 

REQl: 

REQ?: 

REQ3: 

Test: 
Action: 

tme 
Add the meauiug structure 
lot ‘kick’ to an ordered 
li6t 01 concepts typically 
called the C-list. 

Test: 

Action: 

L there a concept 
preceding the concept for 
*kick* wbicb is animate? 
. . . 

Test: 

Action: 

h there a concept 
following the concept for 
‘Lick’ wbicb 6s a physical object? 
. . . 

The action of a rque6t typically build6 or cotmeet coneeptr. 
Although people wb* build conceptual aaaly6em bare rerson6 for 

not building a reprcscntation of the 6yntu of a mt.ence, tbepa f6 no 

reason that tbeY ean not. LAZY build6 6yatztiC repre6entation6. 

ffb. Rquatr in LAZY 

LAZY, ualike other conceptuaf analyrem, rparate6 the 

syntactic (or positional) information from the 6ektjonal rtstrt_tfon6 

by dividing the test part of rque6t into a nUmber of fuet6_ There 

are three reaSOn6 for doing this. First, it aowe for a dmtiuetiou 
between different kind6 of knowledge. .Seeondly, it b po66ibk t,, 

selectively ignore 6ome faccb. Finally, it permits a rqmmt to mc. 
tbe information encoded in otbct rquab. 

la many conceptual analyzers, 6ome 6yntaetic information j6 

bidden in the control rtructute. At certain time6 during the p-, 

not all of the rcque6t are considered. For example, in (5) it is 
necessary to delay considering a request. 

(5) Who is Mary recruiting? 

To avoid understanding the first three word6 of senknce (5) a6 

a complete 6entence, 6Wbo i6 Mary?‘, 6ome rque6t from ‘i66 must 

be delayed until the word ‘rectuiting’ L processed. In LAZY, the 

time tbrt a reqUe6t can be Considered i6 explicitly repnscnkd a6 a 

facet of the request. Additionally, 6eparat.e test6 exist for the 

selectional restrictioo, tbe expected part of 6peeeb, and the expected 

sfntential position. 

In LAZY, REQ2 of 6kick6 would be: 

REQ2a: Position: Subject of ‘kick6 
Rmtriction: Animate 
Action: Make the concept 

found the syntactic 
rubjcct of ‘kick’ 

Part-Of-Speech: (noun pronoun) 
Time: ClaulK-Type-Known? 

In REQ2r, Subject is a function which examine6 tbe 6tate of 

the C-list and returns tbe proper constituent a6 a function *f the 

&use type. In am active declarative 6eenknce, the rubjqt precede6 

the verb, in a passive sentence it may follow the word ‘by’t l tc. 
[The usage of ‘bubjtct* is incorrect in the u6u?l 8ens.e Of the =ml.) 

The Time facet of REQPa states that tbe rqueet ebould be 
considered only after the type of the claure h know. The,predicaka 

which are included in a nquest to control tbe time of consideration 

are: End-Of-Noun-Group?, ClaurcType-Known?, Head-Of- 

Immediate-Noun-Group!, and End-Of-Senkncef. These operak by 

examining the C-list in a manner rimilat to the positional predieak6. 

Tbe otber facets of REQ2a state that tbe subject of ‘kick’ must be 

animate, and 6houfd he a noun or a pronoun. 
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must have the proper part of speech. the word must meet the 
6&&ional rertrietions, and the pame must he in a rtak in which it 

is safe to execute the positional predicate. We have relaxed the 

requirement that the selectional restrictions be met if all of the other 

tests are true. This avoid6 problem6 pre6ent in 6ome previous 

conceptual analyzer6 which are unable to pame 6ome scntenccs such 

as ‘Do rocks talk?.. Additionally, we have experimented with not 

requiring that tbe Time tedt 6UCCccd if all otber k6k have passed 

unle66 we are reanalyzing a sentence that we have previously not 

been able to parse. We will demonstrak that this yields the 

performance that people exhibit when eomprebending GP6. 

III GARDEN PATH SENTENCES - 

Several different typ of iod ambiguities Cause GP6. 

hfisunderatanding wntenccs 1, 2 and 3 is a result of confusing a 

participle for the main verb of a mmtenee. Although there are other 

types of GP6 (e.g., imperative and Yes/DO question6 with an initial 

6bave6), we will only demonrrttak how LAZY uodemtand6 or 

misundenvtands passive participle and main verb conflicts. 

Passive participles and pa6t main verb6 are indicated by a 

6edv ruffix on tbe verb form. Therefore, the definition of %I* mu6t 

discriminate between these two ca6e6. The definition of ‘ed6 is 

6hown in Figrre 3a. A simpkr definition lot %I* is possible if the 

morphology rOUtme reCOnEtrUCt6 6e6knC66 u) that the I&ii Of a 
verb is a separate 6wotd’ which precede6 the verb. Tbe definition 

of vcd’ is shown in Figure 3a. Throughout this d&ussion, we will 

use the name Root for the verb immediately following 6ed6 on the 

C-list. 

If Root appears to be passive 
Thea mark Root a6 a pas6ive participle. 
Otherwise if Root doe6 not appear to be pa66ive 

Then note the tense of Root. 

Figure 3a. Definition of 6ed6. 

IL i6 6afe to cormider this tquest only at the end of the 

renknce or if a verb b 6een following Root which could he the main 

verb. One te6t that L used to determine if Root could be pa6sive is: ’ 

1. There i6 no known main verb 6een preceding med., and 

2. The word which would he the rubject of Root if Root 
wycre active agrees with the 6&ctional restrictions for 
the word which would precede Root if Root were pa66ive 
(i.e., the selectional restrictions of the direct object if 
there is no indirect object), and 

3. There is a verb which could be the main verb following 
Root. 

Figure 3b. 

One te6t performed to determine if Root doe6 not appear to be 

passive is: 

1. The verb is not marked as passive, and 

2. The word which would be the subjtct of Root if Root 
were active agree6 with the selectioual restrictions rot 

the subject. 

Figure 3c. 

Not6 that the6e tests rely on the fact that one request can 

examine the semantic or syntactic information encoded in another 

request. 

As we have presented request6 6o far, four separate test6 must 

be true to fire a request (i.e., to exteute the request’6 action): a word 

mu6t be found in a particular position in the scotace, the W*rT 

LAZY ptoee66es a 6enknce one word at a time from left to 

right. When processing a word, it6 tepre6entation i6 added to the 

C&t and its tquesb are activated. Next, all active rquesb are 
conridered. When a rcque6t is fired, a syntactic structure is built by 

connecting two or more eonstituene on the C-list. At tbe end of a 

pame the Clist should contain one constituent as the toot Of a tree 

dcseribiug the structure of the sentence. 

Sentence (G) is a GP which people normally have trouble 

reading: 

(61 The boat sailed acrob8 the riva saiik. 

When parsing this sentence, LAZY read6 the word ‘the’ and 

add6 it to the C-l&. Next, the word ‘boat6 is added to the Glist. 

A request from 6the6 looking for a noun to modify is coneidered and 

all tests pus. This request constructs a noun phrase with 6the6 

modifying -boat.. Next, %d* is added to the GIist. All of it6 

requests look for a verb following, so they can not fire yet. The 

work ‘sail. is added to the C-list. Tbe tquest of l ed6 which Set6 

tbe knse of the immediately following verb is considered. It check 

tbe semantic features of *boat’ and finds that they match tbe 

selectional r66ttictions required of the subject of 66ail‘. The action 

of this request is executed, in spite of the fact that its Time reports 

that it is not safe to do 6o. Next, a tqueat from ‘sail’ finds that 

that 6boat’ could serve ps the subject since it precede6 tbe verb in 

what is erroneously assumed to be an active clause. The structure 

built by this request note6 that ‘boat* is the 6ubject of 66aiI6. A 

request looking for the direct object of ‘sail’ is then considered. It 

notices that the 6ubject has been found and it is not animate, 

therefore ‘sail’ is not being used transitively. This request is 

deactivated. The word l acros66 is added to the C-list and ‘the 

river’ is then parsed analogously to ‘the boat*. Next, a request 

from ‘across looking for the object of the preposition is considered.._ 

and finds the noun phrase, ‘the rivers. Another request is then 
activakd and attacbcs this prepositional phrase to &sail*. At this 

point in tbe Parse, we have built a structure dercribing an active 

6enknce ‘The boat sailed across the river.’ and the C-list contains 

one constituent. After adding tbe verb suffix and ‘sink’ to t.he E 

list we find that ‘sink’ cannot find a subject and there are two 

constituents left on the Glist. Tbis is an error condition and the 

Benknce must he reanalyzed more carefully. 
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It is pnssibk to recover tram misreading some garden path 

6entencw by reading more cueWy. In LAZY, tbb torte6pondr to 

not letting a rqoest fire until all tbe ksb are true. Altbougb other 

recovery 6cheme6 are poaaibk, out cutnnt impkmentation 6tut.s 

over from the beginning. When nrnalyziug (6). the requat from 

+d. which set6 the tense of the main verb is not fired beesuse al1 

facets of its kst never become tme. This request k deactivated 

when the word 66ank6 h read and another tquat from ‘cd* note6 

that 6sailcde ia a participle. At the end of the par66 there is one 

constituent left on the Cl& 6imilar to that which would be 

produced when processing *The boat which WY 6&d acro66 Ike 

river sank.. 

It is possibk to par6e SDGP6 without reanalysh. For example, 

most readers easily understand (7) which is simplified from 

IBirobaum 81 j. 

(7) The plane stuffed with marijuana uorhed. 

Sentence (7) is par& analogously to (6) until the word ‘stuff* 

is encountered. A reqoest from ‘ed’ tries tt> determine the sentence 

type by testing if ‘plane’ could be the subject of %stuff* and fails 

because vplane6 doe6 not meet tbe Irekctional rntrictions of ‘stuff.. 

This rrquest also cbeckl to see if ‘stuff’ could be passive, but fail6 

at this time (see condition 3 of Figure 3b). A rqacst from 66tuff6 

then finds that *plane* i6 in the default position to be the lubject, 

but it6 action is not executed because two of the four tests have not 

passed: the selectional restrictions are violated and it i6 too early to 

consider the positional predicate because tbe mntence type is 

unknow. A request looking for tbe direct object of 6stuff6 doe6 not 
succeed at this time because the default location of the dire& object 

follows the verb. Next, the prepositional phrase -with marijuana. is 

parsed analogously to 6actos6 the lake’ in (6). After tbe 6Uffi of 
*cts6b* (i.e., ‘edv) and vcrasb. ate added to tbe Cl& the rquest 

from t.be ‘cd’ of ‘6tUffv is considered, and it finds that 66tuff’ could 

be a pas&e participle because *plane’ can fulfill the 6eleetional 

restrictions of the direct object of 6stuff6. A request from ‘6tUff’ 
then notes that ‘plane6 is tbe direct object, and a tquest from the 
*cd* of *cr=h* mark6 the tense of 6era6h6. Finally, 6cr83b6 find6 

*plane’ a6 its subject. The only constituent of the C-list is a tm 
similar to tbat wbicb would be produced by 6The plane which w- 

stuffed with marijuana erashe@. 

There are some situations in which garden path sentences 

cannot be understood even with a careful reanalysis. For example, 

many people have probkm6 undentanding 6enknce (8). 

(81 The canoe floated down the river sank. 

To help some people onderstaird this 6ertknce, it ls neceseary 
._ . - ~_ 

We have been rather conservative in giving rule6 to determine - 

when vedv indicate6 a put participle instead of the put temu. In 

particular, condition 3 of Figure 3b may not he ncccssar). By 

removing it, a6 6oon ld ‘the plane rtuffed’ b proemsed we would 

a66ume that 66tuffed’ b a participle pbtrse. This would not &mge 

the parse of (7). However, there would he an impact when pming 

(9). 

(0) The chicken woked tvith broccoli. 

With condition 3 removed, this pames as a noon pbrw. With 

it included, (9) would currently be recognized a6 a 6entence. We 

have decided to include condition 3, because it delay6 the resolving 
of this ambiguity until both potuibilitier are clear. It ia out belief 

that this ambiguity should be resolved by nppealing to cpbrodie and 

conceptual knowledge more powerful than selectional ttstrictions. 

IV. PREVIOUS WORK 

In PARSIFAL, Marcus’ parser, the miunder6tanding of GP6 is 

caused by bnving grammar rule6 wbicb can look ahead oaly three 

constituengs. To deterministically pame a GP rucb a6 (I), it is 

ncccssary to have a look abead buffet of at least four constituents. 

PARSIFAL’6 grammar ruk6 make the lame gue6.6 that readers make 

whco presented witb a true GP. For a participle/main verb conllict. 

reader6 prefer Lo choose a main verb. However, PARSIFAL wiU 

make the 6ame guess when proce66ing SDGP6. Therefore. 

PARSIFAL fail6 to parse some senknces (SDGPs) dektminhtically 

which people can parse without conscious backtracking. In LAZY, 

the Glist corre6ponds to the look ahead buffer. Wben paming most 

sentences, the C-list will contain at mo6t three constituents. 

However, when understartding a SDGP or reanalyzing a true garden 

path sentence, there are four constituent6 in the Glist. Instead of 

modeling the misunderstanding of GPs, by limiting the size of the 

look-ahead buffet and the look ahead in the grammar, LAZY model6 

thi6 phenomenon by deciding on a 6yntactic teptescotation before 

waiting long enough to dlsambiguak on a purely syntactic brsb 

when semantic expectations are strong enough. 
- 

Sbiebet models tbe misundentanding of GP6 in a LALR(1) 

parser [Aho 771 by the selection of an incorrect reduction in a 

reduce-reduce conflict. In a participIe/main verb conflict, there is a 

6tak in his par6er wbicb rquire6 eboosing between a parti+Ie 
pbraac and a verb phrase. Imkad of gue66ieg like PARSIFAL, 

Sbiebet’s parser look6 up the ‘lexical preference6 of the verb. Some 

verb6 are marked zns preferring participle forms; other6 prefer being 

main verbs. While this lexical preference can account for the 

understanding of SDGPs and the misunderstanding of GP6 in any 

one particular example, it is not a very general mechanism. One 
implication of using lexical preference to 6elect the correct form is 
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We find that m& people easily ttndemtand (lob), but tquie 

conscious backtracking to undemtand (lop). lnrtead Of uring a 

predetermined preference for one 6yntactic form, LAZY utilize6 

6emantic clues to favor a particular pame. 

Y. FUTURE WORK 

We intend to extend LAZY by allowing it to consult and 

episodic memory during parsing. Tbe format that we have chosen 
fog rqutsts can be augmented by adding an EPISODIC facet to the 

te6t. Tbis will enable expectation to predict individual objects in 

addition to rrcmantie features. We have seen examples of pokntial 

garden patb sentences which we 6peculat.e are misunderstood or 

understood by consulting world knowledge (e.g., 11 and 12) 

(11) At MIT, nindy five pnccnt OJ the freshmen registaed 
for Cahduk passed. 

(10 At MIT, five pactmt OJ the ftcahmsn re&twed /or 
Calculus Jailed. 

We have observed that more people mistake ‘tegiskred’ for 

tbe main verb in (11) than (12). This could be accounted forby the 

fact that the propoeition that *At MIT, ninety five percent of the 

freshmen registered for Cakulus’ is more l a6ily accepted than ‘At 

MIT, five percent of the fre6bmen ngi6kred for CtiUlU6’. 
Evidence such a6 this 6UggMt.s that semantic and epi6odic proceasing 

are done at early rtage6 of ondentauding. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have augmesited the b&c tquat consideration algorithm 

of a conceptual analyzer to include information to determine the 

time that an expectation 6bould be con6idered and 6hown that by 

ignoring this information when gntactic and semantic expectations 

agree, we can model the performance of native English 6peaker6 

understanding and misunderstanding garden path 6enknce6. 
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